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Foreword
I've done my homework in physics and this language isn't
for physicists at all. Things are said here with superb
ease that, given the physics content of my SuperModel
Theory, could be expanded on in myriad ways. Unless you're
willing to be imprecise, you can't communicate at the
daily life level with people: this book is for young
people eager to live life.
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Introduction
If you bear over with a slight glimpse back in history
before we get on with what the title of this book promises
youwith the magic of timethen we will have an idea of
why such a book like this ought to be written.
The very, very simple storyand not speaking of all the
planet, and all cultures, but mostly technologically
developed onesis this: in the twentieth century, it was
fashionable to say that 'time is an illusion'. Especially
spiritual people said it. 'Live in the now', they said
and to me, it sounds like an excellent advise. But the way
they understood it was, put simply, don't be on time.
Because if you aren't on time you are as if proving that
you have an artistic nature, that you are spiritual and
that you 'take it easy'.
The nonspiritual peoplethose folks look to the clock,
they look at the calendar, they 'don't live in the now',
but for a future because they haven't yet figured out that
'time is an illusion'. That type of thinkingas outlined
just nowthat spiritual people don't care about time and
that only superficial people without real insights do care
about timehas been dominant in the 20th century.
We can go into 'who started it', and what led up to it,
and all that. But regardless of causes, it shows why such
a book like this has to be written: way too little has
been done to deal with the theme of time spiritually. Some
people have tried, and no doubt I should have read them
better and researched better for the glimpses here and
there put forth on what time is all about, what the clock
could mean if we wish to have some spiritual magic around
it. But finely little has been done so far. It's time to
set it right. We are going to set it right. With this
book, you will have the rules of thumb to get going with
a spiritual take on time, and many other themes that all
sorts of tie together. And, the way I see it: there is a
bit of real magic in this. Not like Gandalfwithhisstaff
type of magic, but not like illusions, the illusions of
trickters, of illusionists, either. A real, but mild
magic, and it connects to time. So are you ready for it?
Of course you are. So let's get into it!
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PART A: LAYING THE FOUNDATIONS
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Part A, chapter 1: WHAT TYPE OF MAGIC?
Your first lesson in magic is.. No, I'm not going to take
that line. First of all, I don't believe in a series of
lessions in a strict sequence for everybody in something
which is a deep, living theme, a theme which is life
itself. When you learn a programming language, you can do
it step by step. But life isn't learned nor taught that
way. You are alive, you already know a bit of everything,
perhaps, in your awareness, your consciousness, your
instincts, your feelings, and you check things and, by
luck and fun and laughternot in the least by laughter
and also trials that don't work out, and getting into
various dances, various patterns of moving also together
with other people, you figure more and more out.
Nobody has the authority to stand up as a spiritual
teacher and tell you that the first lesson is life is
this, and the second lesson is that. And the way I treat
the word 'magic', it is simply life itself: but a bit
more deeply seen than perhaps what we come to if we just
float around on the surface.
One thing, though, as a rule of thumb: learn something,
experiment, explore somethingconnected to setting time,
clocktime, and also calendartime, for some of your own
actions and for some of the activities you do together
with people. I don't mean force other people to accept
your timing. What I mean is that when you feel that it
makes sense, suggest a certain time. And then work to
9
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stick to it. And compare that with not setting a certain
time, with letting things float, with using phrases like,
"alright, maybe I'll come around this afternoon", or, "go
at it for some hours or so", or, "surely within some
weeks".
The floating idea appeals a lot to those who like to
improvise. Yet: floating may benot alwaysbut can be
a leakage of energy. It floats out of the bucket, it's
hole in the bucket, it doesn't have a set time. Sometimes
it can be like that.
Now suppose what I say is right. It may be sounding a
bit sillysurely, there is nothing in particular about
sticking to a clock or calendar, that's just an invention,
a bit of human culture. But are you sure? Of course you
cannot be absolutely sure that there is nothing in
particular about it! How can anybody be absolutely sure
about anything which has to do with time? To be absolute
in your sureness, you have to know all there is to know
about the universe, at its deepest levels. Or multiverse.
Cosmos. Whatever we call it.
I'm saying that there is real magic in setting good
times, and sticking to them. Real, profound magic. Magic
that changes people's lives for the better. A magic that
creates new harmonies. Again, this is only when it makes
sense. So when does it make sense? And how do we do it
then? I cannot say that absolutely. Not because I don't
want to, but because there doesn't seem to be a clearcut
cut'n'dried formula or recipe to answer such a question.
It makes sense when it makes senseand you must sense
that! You must have a sort of lucky strike with this
timing thing, be in the dance, seize the energy of timing
when it's about you, when you smell it, like a whiff of
pleasant tobacco aroma.
What you can do, though, is to play with this theme, be
near to it, keep it near your heart, let your mind muse
about it,read this book, but also other books, and write
notes to yourself to clarify your thoughts, think through
what you observewithout getting fanatical about what
you observeand like a flower it will unfold. For time,
timing, those are themes of enormous worth. It is a life
meditation, a journey that can take you to the farthest
reaches.
And as Bilbo always sought to remind Frodo, in Tolkien's
Lord of the Ringsthe very path that goes outside your
doorstep can take you anywhere. That may be hard to
believe, and not wise to test recklessly, but it is true.
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Part A, chapter 2: KEEPING TO ONE'S WORDS
In this universe, nothing is entirely closed and nothing
is entirely open. Nothing is entirely secret and nothing
is entirely public. If you have set the time for
something, you can't keep it so secret that you don't even
tell yourself about it. On the other extreme, you can't
tell absolutely everybody about itthat's physically
impossible.
So, just as we sense when it makes sense to set a time
for something, we sense when it makes sense to tell about
it. It is greatly significant to tell it when it makes
sense to tell it, and equally greatly significant to avoid
telling it when it makes sense to keep quiet about it. How
you deal with information is your private matter, and part
of the magic, and something you shouldn't entirely give
over to society.
Something not told wishes to expand, and be told.
Something that is told may want to dissipate, dissolve. It
doesn't have to dissipate. It doesn't have to dissolve,
even if it has been said a million times. But when we have
beginnings we need to protect, then both to set time and
not to tell any too much may be exactly right.
Information is alive, and machines aren't alive. The
information about the time is a live piece of information:
it has an energy. The information vibrates. Machines don't
know anything about vibrations. They can convey
information, spread it, duplicate it, but they can neither
originate any real information nor digest its significance
nor can you expect of a machine to be so senstiive that,
left to its own devices, just the right thing will happen
with the information.
So information must be restrained, protected, like the
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little flowers before they grow up and become more
powerful and capable of defending themselves. Information
cannot be treated as just 'data'there is no such thing
as 'just data'.
Keeping information in the right, lively way means that
we are read to vary the use of names; we are ready to
avoid telling and that we are suddenly ready to tell; it
means that we don't deal with information as per routine,
but with the attentiveness of a gardener looking to live
things, questing their beauty, tending for their
individual needs.
Those who have a sense of the magic of time, then, are
neither dedicated to the lifeless principle of 'telling
all' nor dedicated to the equally lifeless principle of
'always lying'. To engage in some lying activity is part
of the oil of the machinery of society: but too much oil
of this sort makes an awful mess. Lies are easily caught
out: then, in catching out the lie, there is a sense of
paina disharmonya stressfor a lie is just that: it
is a tension in between thought and reality. And so it
follows that anyone who catches anyone else in lying will
at once ask "why?"
And this question must have a ready, optimistic
answer: it must be obvious that such a statement, even if
not true, was called on in the situation. If it is not
obvious, it becomes a judgement over the person lying.
This judgement casts a shadow on future interactions with
this person. All statements will be filtered. Nothing will
be taken at face value. Evenetually the lie will be
forgotten, the person forgiven, but only if the lie isn't
followed up by other lies. If so, the person will become
circled in as a compulsory lier, someone who aren't
paying even lipservice to reality.
These things matters because magic is also about
trustworthiness. To touch on the magic of time requires a
voice that has a truthresonance. That is to say, your
voice must be used in moderation, not always to fight wars
but to suggest what may be right and leave it at that.
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Part A, chapter 3: PLAYFUL PASSION AND LUCK
To become more adept at the magic of time,and it's
always possible to learn more, no matter where you are in
this regardI think it is of value to clearly distinguish
between what we can call "our passions" and plans that we
merely make, without calling them any such thing.
A passion adds to the magnetism of your personality: and
it is a magnetism that attracts events which suit that
passion. We're not talking of the magnetism of physical
magnets, but of a much more subtle magnetism. Call it
'spiritual' or 'synchronistic' or whatever you like. It is
really a whole specre of phenomena, some of them magical.
A passion cannot exist fulltime, all day long, all
night long, in a sort of desperate manner, without eating
that person entirely up. The only way a passion can endure
in a healthy way is that it has a noticable element of
playfulness in it, and that the person doesn't identify
with a single passion absolutely.
For someone who doesn't, at present, have a passion, and
who meets somebdy else who does have a passion, it may
seem like that other person was 'born with' that passion.
While that sometimes may be correct enough, there is no
reason why passions can't come and go as the years go by.
First and foremost, a passion flows from a deep, strong
decision that this sort of activity or orientation is
worth having, it makes sense to have it, it is a goal that
one has a sense of joy and energetic activation about, and
one is willing to set aside many things and even accept
some pains, perhaps even some intense pains, to stay tuned
to this goal.
Initially, the decision doesn't need to be that strong:
at first, it may be a mere flimsy idea that feels very
interesting and that becomes a plan.
By writing about it, creating a memory structure in
oneself about it, thinking about it, talking also to some
others about it, the perhaps rather vague plan can grow
and become a radiant 'motor' in one's mind and body. It
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becomes a source of inspiration to get up early enough and
do extra exercise and all sorts of things that goes
together with this sort of goal. With playfulness in a
passion, and with other passions as well, it isn't
necessary to call it 'obsession'. One isn't desperate: not
any too strongly attached, but one knows that it makes
sense to work in a certain direction and one knows that,
in the midst of that work, one can at times, naturally yet
perhaps surprisingly, feel beyond all sorrows.
There are those who define a passion according to a
single experience they've had: they want it repeated, even
if it is unreleastic to get that sort of experience. They
focus on the feeling they got about the result, rather
the wide set of feelings they can get about an activity.
Those who set for themselves goals that are tied up to a
repetition of that which they can no longer easily get
aren't really passionate about life: they are merely
obsessed with some element of experience in memorythey
are, in fact, sentimental. And sentimentality isn't any
magnetic drivingforce such as passion can be.
Passion, on the other hand, means that even one's dreams
may give ripe ideas as how to get meaningful results; it
means that one workssometimes very intenselyat other
times merely playfullybut with what seems to the world
to involve 'great luck'. But passion always does this sort
of thing: luck is generated by its positive, playful
presence in a person.

Part A, chapter 4: PLANNING FOR SIMPLICITY
Now this isn't a book about any fancy, complicated word
like 'enlightenment', not at all. We are, in a way, taking
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a much more simple line, which isput bluntlyhow can
you avoid screwing up your relationship to time, even if
you're a person who is artistic or musical or somehow
spiritual or whatwecallit.
Also, this book won't rate religions or spiritual
practises or philosophy according to any 'top ten list'
or the like.
Having said as much, the writer would be a fool not to
include quotes and references also to religions, when
they have the right quantity of playfulness and humour
in them. And I value what is sometimes called 'Zen' for
its capacity to call on humour in replies to questions
deserving a thousand or a million words as answer. The
wittiness and directness, the freshness in their socalled
'koans' can always contribute something, read in the right
(ie, careless) spirit. They probably were meant quite dead
seriously, but who cares?
Given a proper playful spirit, you can even make your
own: and, in seeking to touch at least a flimmer of a
great truth, you'll often find that you can turn a koan
around and it's pretty much a koan still.
Take this one, for example:
"If you can't find enlightenment where you are, where
do you expect to find it?"
And, let's blunder ahead and swing it perhaps neatly,
perhaps not so neatly, on its head:
"If you can't find enlightenment somewhere else, where
do you expect to find it? Here?!"
Time is often connected to moving about. You can meditate
in one timeless momentwhich may be seconds, minutes, or
even perhaps hours according to normal clock. And you can
sit fairly still and get a number of things done, again
according to a clock. But when you look at a calendar, you
can engage in putting one things after one another so that
you can travel. Speaking in strictly (narrowmindedly)
narrow terms, why travel if you don't have to?
Because: it takes a superhuman effort to perceive
reality and drink of its magic and move its magic around
if you try to do it all from one spot. Your mind gets
hooked up to a place, it starts identifying with itand
to be free from any too much identification, travel is the
solution. If you cannot travel far as yet, travel as far
as you meaningfully canand work to travel further, so
far away that the mind simply has got to do push on its
'reset' button and see all things anew. To see, perceive,
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all reality, and its beauty, and its people, and yourself,
too, afresh,get a move on.
Such is, though, the magic of time that it will only
give to you if you give to it by the quality called
'leisure'. A journey, even if to the other side of the
reachable universe in your world, isn't a mindliberating
thing if it is stuffed full with purpose, with rush, with
deliberation according to a strict plan. The plan may seem
very clever when on paper, but if it doesn't have leisure
in itand if all pathways are the fastest to the goal
then what is the point? Then the living will be merely
'doing', rather than 'being'; your feelings will be tied
up to 'achieving' and 'becoming', rather than being the
flow of awareness, love, compassion, creativity and alive
attentiveness it can be.
Then, when you do travel to the other side of the
reachable universe, or multiverse, or what we call it,
there is another factor that comes in: with too little
planning, you may get another challenge to the luxury and
splendor of leisure, and that challenge is simply: how to
survive. When survival is at stake, it easily becomes the
by far most dominant concern of the mind, and it matters
little, then, that one has travelled far if one is such a
poor planner that mere survival takes up all the capacity
of your mind and feelings. (Of course, if you do survive
something that is challenging to survival, it may be good
material for meditation afterwards, and in that sense give
insights, but is it worth it? It can be.)
Planning, then, is part of what makes the type of travel
that has the sublime qualities of leisure in it, possible:
planning requires mindfulness. It requires the logic and
the heart to set some times, set some places, put forward
this and that preparationknowing that these things may
have to be replanned as we go alongbut also knowing
that some plan is better than no plan if we are serious
about doing complicated things. Planning can make the
complicated easy: and by nurturing the plan in the
sensitive way we suggest in this book, events start to
come around to support you and even suggest new solutions.
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Part A, chapter 5: THE FOOD CHAPTER
Just as this isn't a book about enlightenment, this isn't
a book about food either. But it is a book about time, and
lots of time for most people goes into eating and trying
not to eat too much of the wrong food and trying to get on
a diet and trying to fast and worrying about having eaten
the wrong things and in fact eating so that their belly is
full when they are going to have those eight or ten or
twelve hours under the linens, which is supposed to give
that rosypink schoolgirl complexion, according to
doctors' advises.
I did say 'eight or ten or twelve' because in the main
stream, teens are supposed to require endless amount of
sleep while adults are supposed to manage with eight or
even less, like six. Those who do manage with eight or
even lesswell, I'm not going to condemn, but I think
they are withering away faster than those who are more
generous to themselves in quantity of hours. Alright, I
admit there may be a few, a very very few simpleminded
people who have so little to think about and worry about
and feel about that their brains are happy with just some
hours and then they are up and about, the brightest
morning birds you've ever seen. That may be. Those, in
case, are rare ones. Note that the sleep period is a
period in which the brain does excessively hard work in
order to clear up and bring wholeness, together with the
deeper, subtler levels of the mind. This requires some
good room temperature and suitable music and sensitive
intuitive people typically like high room temperatures.
Still, I don't think the 'quality of sleep' matters nearly
as much as the mere fact of giving oneself enough hours of
sleeplike rest.
Even if this book is not about food, I'm going to say
that most peoplein the mainstreamI mean the typical
societies, call them "Western" or nothave very peculiar
food habits. And they look on their body and they see
that their food habits are peculiar, then they open some
magazine or newspaper that claims thatmore fat is good,
less fat is good, more protein is good, less protein is
good, more carbohydrates are good, or less carbohydrates
are good. Some say that healthy food makes vitamin
supplements rediculous, while others say that no food is
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so healthy that one can do without such supplements. Some
say that the only thing that will 'take off those
kilograms' is such and such exercise, or avoid alcohol, or
walking much, jogging much, doing yoga much, or some wild
indoor exercise. There are so many advises. And while
people seem to be eating up these advises, they seem to do
few any much good: people are growing as wide as they can,
put simply and bluntly. And that decreases their NFQ.
Their what? It's a joke. It's a joke I formed to counter
the idea that IQor 'intelligence quotient' is very
important. Give me the stupid blonde any dayshe's way
better than high IQ. That is, apparently, a 'non
feministic' thing to say, but I'm very pro the feminine
so I don't know. But NFQ?
Well, it's this: the 'nerve / fat quotient'. It is an
imagined measure of just much nerves (and bones and
muscles) you've got, divided on how much fat you've got.
And to run about and do meaningful things, the NFQ has
better be fairly high. For fat doesn't do anything: it
just sits there, as spare resources. Nerves and muscles
are pretty much one of a kind: those who studies the
nerves say that muscle fibers kind'a grow into nerve
fibers and vice versa. So to 'flex one's brain' consume
the same type of energy, at least more or less, than to
'flex one's muscles'.
A high NFQ means that you have the nerves to pick up
what goes on around you,rather than just sit in a bubble
made of fat. It also means that your body has a shape, and
that the shape is in part a response of how your muscle
training goes, in part a response to how your genes are,
in part a response to how you are carrying yourself. To
have much fat is, in a way, to let something very inert
overtake your body. And the inert means that it gets
harder to respond to time.
Alright, those may be tough words for some. Now I'm
going to give my own advises as to food, and since this
isn't a book about food, you may count on it that I only
say what I think is necessary to get saidbecause I know
that for many it does workand I won't spend any much
time justifying it or persuading you. Take it or leave it,
as for food advicesthe whole theme sort of bores me, if
we overindulge in it.
First of all, no foodor practically no foodis so
chockfull of vitamins and minerals and such that
supplements won't do you good. But supplements do you
good mostly if you chew thema ghastly thing, for they
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may taste horribleand do so in the middle of the main
meal of the day, so that the food helps their digestion.
Most need tons of B12, C, and related Bvitamins, as well
as a good deal more of every standard vitamin and mineral
on the list than that which is 'daily recommended'. In
some cases, because of oversensitives, allergies, or this
or that, one may have to consult experts as to what of
these one must limit so that they don't have counter
effects.
Then, about what sort of food: every person needs to
train indoors and every person needs to walk, and both
exercises must take place many times pr week. Jogging and
such is good but a very hard challenge for some parts of
the skin and some parts of the bones if done hard and
much. Dance, swimming, sex etc are excellent supplements.
Every person needs to train the soandso many muscles
all around in the body, and all the parts of the brain,
several times of the week. Not just some muscles. All of
them. Not just some part of the brainnot just intellect,
not just music, not just images, not just logic, not just
sexual fantasies and masturbation, but all of these things
and more such, several times pr week.
Bathing helps toning muscles and skin etc, clearly an
important thing, when one canseveral times pr week. One
must learn what parts of the body can stand what forms of
cleansers and apply them quickly when the body indicates
it. Drink cold cooked water and ice green tea with added
chilli, ginger, etc, and with sugar, too, between meals.
Then, as for food: it's rediculous to wait with main
meal until endofalong day. It should happen in the
middle or early middle of the day. It shouldn't be tasty:
it should taste awful, most of the time. Pleasure should
come from other things than the main meal. It should be
composed according to what your body wants. Proteins, such
as from egg white, lots of spices of the digestible kinds,
cultivated milk products, some yolk, some yellow cheese,
nuts, seeds, grains, bread. But all people deserve some
variation and some pleasures also to come around for the
main meal, so occasionally do vary both content and time.
Each week should have some variation as to methods of
frying/cooking/raw food preparation and vitamin pill
supplements.
A bit of of hot coffee with some milk and chilli spice
increases digestion, sharpens the mind, elevates mood, and
can have cookies of this and that kindthey can have fat,
carbohydrates, proteins, whatever, sugar and all, they
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should taste good, they should give the pleasure that the
main meal (as a rule) cannot give.
And one can have these little coffeewithsnack breaks
quite often during the day, but in the late afternoon,
early evening, one stops adding instant powder (which is
far more healthy as for cholestrol content than other
types of coffee) to the brewit gradually becomes merely
a spice form of tea.
I would suggest the black type of tea is excellent for
cure of headache more than for daily use: so too with cola
drinks, which are capable of helping digestion and easing
stomach pain and contributing to curing colds and
elevating moods. But tea and cola in daily diet may be too
much. Coffee is generally very healthy for muscle and
brain activity.
As for alcohol: heavy drinking every day for a couple of
months can add 10 years to an adult's unwanted ageing
process. Even heavy drinking once a week can cause hang
overs of a kind that makes intentions and plans and
priorities and feelings for endurance connected to
interesting developments to be suspended, and require a
lot of work to be 'reinstalled' in one's brain. The best
is to cut alcohol sharp and then invite some drops of
liquor or some more if it's wine and then only once or at
most twice a week and then again only in social company
where it becomes a mood of togetherness. After light
drinking, especially if there are just a few inhalations
of a pleasant tobacco smoke, you'll find the brain
bursting with creativity, but it comesand even more so
with moodstimulating drugsat an expense in the form of
exhaustion and extra need for sleep and possibilities of
painful moods.
When one is sick, one must add chilli intensities, eat
more vitamins, bath longer, and so onadjusted as to what
form of illness one has. One must never eat any form of
'antiheadache' tablets, never use any form of sleep
tablets, or antipain tabletsunless one is absolutely
and totally in a bodily state where things have gotten
fundamentally out of control and one needs some 'last
resort' measures like that. Healthy people mustn't even
think of chewing antipain or prostimuli tablets of any
kind no matter what pain one has. Pain nearly always has a
message, unless it's so severe it has taken over a person
completely. Only at screaming pain are 'painkillers' more
meaningful than all the other things one can, such as
intense selfmassage, with stones, at the right pressure
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points in fingers and at the head and such.
So those are the advises, and they are rough and harsh
but not so rough and harsh as those typically given to
such as munks and nuns living in cloistres dedicating
their lives to the holy. I consider these advises as
'operational'. They are meant to incite an impulse to get
real about what body you have, make the best of it and
make the most of it to get on with reaping what you can
and what you deserve as to the magic of time, with it.
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PART B: SHAPING YOUR MAGICAL PERSONALITY
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Part B, chapter 1: WHY WE NEED THE ART OF DECISIONMAKING
In taking a good look at what grounds we may have covered
in the first part, it strikes me that one of the themes
that at once deserves more attention is this one: how to
get to the best plans, the best decisions. A great deal
comes effortlessly if we form the right plans. But how do
we get to know what is 'right'? Right according to whom?
To start with, not everybody feels that all that many
options are open to them. They may feel that relatively
few decisions, if any, have to be made from one week to
the next. The very idea of 'making decisions' may seem to
these people to be a luxury they can't affordperhaps
next life, but certainly not this.
And some may be rather right in viewing life like this:
I, for one, do not claim that earthian life is, for the
majority, particularly rich in options. But in the case
that a person has the leisure to at least indulge in
reading something like this, I assume that it makes sense
to say this: if you think about what you do from day to
day, certainly there are a number of small decisionsat
leastinvolved in how you do things. And this means,
then, going from doing mostly everything 'by habit' to
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putting some conscious deliberation into how things are
done.
For instance, when you are out walking, you can choose
to watch how other people are walking or you can ignore
it. That's a decision. You can also decide to watch how
you yourself is walking, or ignore it. Have you noticed
how some may be walking, despite having nothing in their
hands, as though they are carrying a heavy load? Others
may be walking as if they were rankandfile soldiers
exercising for a march: they cut vertical, peculiarly
machinelike figures in a scene where a more relaxed gait
would be the one called for.
So how symmetrical is your walk? How symmetrical is your
swim, when yo do swim? Do you use all the sides of your
body equally? And it may be hard to see that which you
have done for years and years without awareness.
And how do you sit? There are a million ways to sit.
There is then, a big range of decisions just there. You
can sit as if it is a conscious effort, or as if to
signal to others that you are in strain, or that you are
constraining yourself, or that you are a careless type;
how do you sit if you want to just cut a good figure, and
not signal anything in particular?
Expanding the territory of decision very slightly, do
you ever have time to explore drawings, and to make
drawings, of face, beautiful faces, beautiful bodies,
beautiful feet? It's not that 'you cannot draw'. I'm not
talking of drawing so as to show others. I'm talking of
giving some minutes to teach yourself more about what
good looks are. And pick up hints from those who really
can draw. It only takes some minutes to draw a little and
then throw it away. Be critical, throw away a thousand
drawings, or ten thousands, before you show even a single
one to anyone else. But if you do decide to draw, having
not done so since perhaps you were a small child, you may
start thinking about style and attitudes and clothes and
shoes and so on in a totally new way.
As we expand the territory of decisionmaking still
further, it doesn't require all that much surplus money
to begin to get a sense of all day being superbly full of
potential decisions that have to be made. And the more
this sort of realisation dawns on you, gradually you begin
to see that the art and science of decisionmaking surely
isfor the sake of its sheer vastnesssurely the
greatest domain of knowledge there is.
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Part B, chapter 2: INTO THE ART OF DECISIONMAKING
To have a conscious relationship to the magic of time we
need a conscious relationship to a great deal of things
that people who are less skilled in magic merely do 'by
routine'. And we have seen that the art and science of
decisionmaking is something we definitely need. Every act
of setting time to something is a decision. And magic is a
sort of dance: whatever you do, surprising or not, it is
judged by how much part of the dance it is.
Making a right decision is doing something fruitful. How
exactly it is fruitful depends on seen and unseen factors,
factors which you may feel to be there. When the right
decision has been made, a lot of things follows from it.
The decision isn't proven 'wrong' even if you then have to
change it, perhaps a long time before you put it into its
most concrete form as action.
Imagine that you are climbing up a complicated rock,
hanging over the ocean, and you don't know the shapes of
the rock. You may have been swimming for a while and
you're exploring. It's a rough climb, and above you, or
so it seems, is a vast plateau to the left. And it feels
right to form the decision to go for that plateau. Just as
you are climbing to the left, and go up, you realize that
the plateau was an illusion, created by the play of light:
but that, once on the left side of the rock, it's easy to
get on top of it and further on to the pathway you know is
there somehow in the background. As you go up, and stand
safe on top of the rock, a bit of the rock falls off and
tumbles down vertically. Now in this metaphor, the
decision to go for the 'plateau' was right, because it led
to fruitful actionseven if the 'plateau' was an
illusion. Had you been too much concerned with whether it
was an illusion or not, you might have chosen a much more
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dangerous path, with loose rocks about to tumble. But, as
soon as one illusion is dispelled, another solution, this
time not an illusion, presents itselfnamely, that one
can get on top of this rock formation through the left.
The metaphor is perhaps a little complicated, but life
is yet far more complicated: and such is the maze of
decisionmaking, that we surely need the capacity for
forming decisions connected to things we don't know any
too much about; and then we remake decisions, again
connected to things we can't know any too much about. You
might call this 'intuition'; you might call this 'extra
sensory perception', or some other fancy expression like
that.
Whatever you call it, the art of decisionmaking is,
then, something we must call on to engage the magic of
time, and we must do so without living in the illusion
that we can have perfect or even approximate knowledge of
all that is involved in the future.
Without getting philosophically very deep about what, in
a sort of cosmic sense, a Right decision really is, I
think we can say of such decisions that, when they are
remembered, they look right also a long time later on;
and they don't depend on your ego or your ideology. They
are right simply because they have a sense of wind in
them, they are part of a dance of harmonyand they keep
on being right no matter shifting viewpoints about the
world and about yourself.
So that's how right decisions may appear a long time
afterwards. But how do we get at them right now?
If they're a dance later on,these decisionsthey're
a dance now. If they feel to be part of harmony later on,
they may feel to be part of harmony nowif you are free
from hangups in peculiar viewpoints, and have lived in a
healthy enough way to make you sensitive to harmony all
through your body.
And if the decisions, later on, don't connect any too
much to your ego then, they also don't connect any too
much to your ego now.
So to make a series of right decisions we need to
practise living 'on a musical wavelength', rather than
rule things according to an analytical rulebook. We must
trust that the body can be fantastically sensitive to both
the immediate and the longterm future.
In short, anyone who comes with a recipe, a list, a set of
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instructions as how to make right decisions ought to, as
Wodehouse could have said, put a sock in it. Life is too
lovely and too serious to admit to recipies. Keep that in
mind when we work to create magic and when we, as in the
next chapter, go through certain themes in a way that
makes it all appear fairly simple and straightforward.

Part B, chapter 3: ATTRACTING THE RIGHT EVENTS
A poet might remind you to be careful about using too
fancy words. An example of a word that may, to some, at
times seem somewhat fancy, but which to a serious
magician like yourself is merely an honest description of
a state of mind and bodya very important state, indeed
is this word: vibration. Its verbal form, as we know, is:
"to vibrate". That's exactly what nonbelievers don't. To
practise your magic, to attract the best events and best
decisions, you must be a believer in your own magic. And
this belief exhibits itself in a radiance, an energy, an
intuitive flow, a capacity to synchronize yourself with
just what's right because of an invisible antenna that
shoots up when you're in the right vibrationary state. (Is
that a word, I wonder'vibrationary'?it has to be.)
Since you are such a subtle, refined, sensitive,
creative and intelligent being as having read and under
stood every chapter in this book up until here, you know
how complicated yet how important it is, to lay the
foundation for great magic, to make the right decisions,
and to equip them with the right measure of time, and tell
it to the right people, in the right way, at the right
time.
Having thus decided the goals, we'll now supplement our
magical knowledge base by the following insight:
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* vibrate with the goal, and that vibration makes you
vibrate towards the right means, and it makes the right
means vibrate towards you
This is an enormous statementjust so it is saidand it
is at the foundation of all sincere magic. It's a meta
physical statement: it goes beyond mere physics, mere
cause and effect, and it connects directly to the syn
chronistic nature of reality.
* As you vibrate with the goal, that vibration makes you
vibrate towards the right subgoals; and that vibration
reveals the subgoals to you, so that they become present
and available
Just think of the enormity of forming a right new grand
life decisionwhat it implies, the thousand things that
ought to be done to make it become fulfilled. So if magic
is going to connect to this world, it must connect also
goals to subgoals. And in so doing, it equips you with a
capacity to sense more as to what pathway you should take.
* As you vibrate with the goal (and with the goals),
that vibrationary state your body and mind comes into is
extraordinarily sensitive to the how the likely future,
given that you proceed on present planned course, matches
with that goal
This is a complicated statement. It says that your form of
sensing of upcoming events isn't entirely neutral: it is
tied up to what goals you have; and not merely have in a
neutral sense, but what goals you have made tangibly your
deepest own. Those goals act so as to tell you about what
you'll run into if you keep to your plansthrough dreams,
events, feelings, even sometimes headaches or stomach
pains or the opposite, a hilarious sense of joyous things
coming up. A plan needn't be wrong altogether even if it
gives you a stomach pain to have it: but it may have to be
altered in subtle ways, at some points, perhaps some
essential points. And plans need replanning, it isn't any
point trying to know all, or 'control all'but rather, at
each point a set of fruitful plans are entertained because
they resonate with the goals.
* To resonate with a goal, one must neither be fully
conscious of it, nor fully forget it; one must neither
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fully identify with it, nor keep it merely abstract; it
must be kept at a gut level, such as right beneath the
navelpart of your central nervous systemyour sensory
motoric centrum.
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Part B, chapter 4: DID YOU CHOOSE YOUR OWN LIFEGOALS?
The magic of time connects to you through all the things
you do, and what you don't do, what you know and what you
don't knowand through what you intend and what you don't
intend. Is there a 'karmic value' in having the right
intentions? There is: but even people having the wrong
intentions may do right things and that, too, have the
beneficial 'karmic' or 'synchronistic' effects. Or, said
with other words: the magic of time is more open to one
who has generous goals, lifeambitions, life goals.
This theme is frightfully complicated and yet we have
got to think about, or else the magic of time will be too
much an abstract thing. Life goals: how do we know what
they are, and how do we change them, and what should we
change them into?
And who or what is the source of 'should', anyway?
This is not a book that sets itself up as an authority
as to the highest questions: the appeal therefore is that
you, yourself, can be, ought to be, in dialogue with
yourself about these things so that you know that you are
acting consciously, with awareness, and that you know that
you have done decisions with all of yourself, heart and
head, and not merely run things by routine and through the
storehouse of the subconscious mind.
If you look around you, when you see enterprising adult
people,they all have some life goals of some kind. Yet,
most of them may not be aware of just what they are. At
some time, earlier on,years agothey probably were
conscious about having to settle for some goals, and their
brains and minds were plastic, open, available, listening
in and participating to a kind of 'conversation with
oneself' as to what the point of existence is all about.
And so the life goals shaped themselves.
These life goals then created subgoals. The right sub
goals to serve these higher life goals. And the subgoals
then created subsubgoals, and so on. This is, then, a
great part of the psyche of most adult people: they go
around with a hierarchy of goals, of which they may not be
very conscious at all.
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How can you tell what the life goals of a person is?
You look at the actions of the person without the
explanations of the person, over a long time if you can:
and you look at what these actions add up to, if
anything. From that you can deduce what the life goals of
this person is. Usually, quite often, it isn't a very
charming affair.
When you listen to what the person says about own goals,
then that is what the person has as a goal to portray to
others. It usually has something to do with what the
person has as goals, but rarely it touches on the top
goals, the life goals. More likely, the life goals are
quite unrelated to the means: at least when the person
isn't very enlightened.
In some societies, at some times, there may be a lot of
literal believers or 'fundamentalists' around: and they
scare others to become just as 'fundamentalist' anti
believers in some wayand in such a society, there is
usually little real religion or spirituality and much
politics: not the politics as sense or care for the
livingtogether, or 'polis', but politics in the sense of
emotinonal groupism with cheap etiquettes.
Those who read, in a literal, literalist, fundamentalist
way one book over again and again typically wish to make
themselves cast in the mould of that book: they wish that
the life goals that the book talks about matches their own
life goals. And they hope that by repetition and endless
talk, talk that they feel sound convincing and persuasive,
they will sort of talk themselves into better people. And
while I don't doubt for a moment that the talk one engages
in can change a person for the better or the worse, it is
usually the case, I find, that fundamentalists have no
real idea as to who they are, at their core. Their minds,
their faces, their bodies, are wrapped up into a structure
that doesn't get engaged in dialogueit's just a kind of
subconscious background for these fundamentalists,and
they don't change, and when they have bad emotions, they
claim it comes from 'the devil' or some kind of entitity
that the book declares is real and bad.
The older a person gets, the more buried may all the
life goals be, so that, eventually, there isn't more than
very rare glimpses in this person as to own life goals,
and the language, the talk, has no truth in it anymore:
and so a dialogue with such a person is practically
impossible, because the person hasn't done 'homework' in
having some honest selfknowledge for many years.
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Yet, since the life goals can be deduced by looking at
how a person actswhat a person reacts emotionally or
spontaneously positive to, and actually engages in doing,
and when a person doesn't respond, doesn't show compassion
or any real engagementthere is nothing secret to the
world about these life goals. And if the lifegoals are
all selfcentered, egoglorifying, selfoccupied, whereas
all the talk of the person is in the nature of caring for
the many and doing something good, it doesn't look very
nicein fact it looks incoherentand the person
obviously won't have any much capacity to relate magically
to time. Rather, the incoherence will tear on the person,
physically and inwardlythe conflict between the life
goals and what the expressed goals of this person is
becomes something that characterises all about the person.
On this background, the professional student of the
magic of time ought to realize the enormity of importance
of regularly being in dialogue with one's own life goals
and working on changing them to something that makes
intuitive as well as logical sense. This dialogue is the
groundwork for having real undestanding also of others,
because all humanity is more or less in the same boat
about the quest for selfknowledge.
To be able to modify one's own life goals, one must
spend time in putting into words that which one perhaps
haven't spoken about for a long, long time, and which is
'buried in the subconscious'. One must find words for all
the egotism, narrowness, selfishness that is within one
self and not glorify, not come with the words that 'sound
right' when it comes to respectability.
This dialogue can use writing, images, long walks in
privacy and such as means for coming into contact with the
goals: and, when this has been done, in an as light mood
as possible, one can also begin looking for more meaning
ful goals, and seek to recast one's life goalsas best
one cantowards this. And the most rewardingmagically
speakinglife goal one can have involves generosity.
So what is generosity, and why is it important? And how
come that we can consider generosity something magical?
The word 'generous', in English, is in itself
interesting: it suggests that the genrosity 'comes from
your genes'; it suggests also that it involves doing
something that 'generates', and more such.
Generosity puts people into good mood: new ideas
suddenly come around, new energies, and these may work to
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create also new possibilities of fulfilments of personal
goals. Generosity connects to the spontaniety of real,
analog communication and connection with people, not just
with the digital worldbut it affects everything we do,
and it can also strongly affect how we do things in the
digital world.
Generosity is also attractive, or easily can be: you
associate generosity with someone who is so full of spunk
and liveliness and intelligence and creativity and energy
and interesting activities that this someone easily can
give this or that without thinking about 'getting
something back'. The person can give, because the person
has a lot to give. And that's attractive: indeed, it's
quite possible to look at much things, including health,
seen as attractive and beautiful about people, and discuss
it in terms of generosity. Pure skin here, or an extra
cultivated, elongated thigh muscle there: the energy
'bounces off' such coherence in the body, such wholeness,
it's a wholeness that doesn't strictly speaking 'have to
be there'but when it's there, it gives of itself to
whoever is looking at it. Generosity, in an elegant,
slender, intelligent sense, is deeply entwined with the
beauty concept.
So when you work to get generosity of this and that and
the other kind connected to your uppermost goals,and no
doubt you can connect also this, if you're religiousto
generosity towards the source of life, which has been and
is generous towards youthen that generosity, eventually,
as the seasons go by, speaks through what types of things
you get done and what you avoid doing; it speaks through
when you laugh and when you don't laugh; it speaks through
your emotions, your enthusiasms, and it goes beyond the
need of explanation: it becomes a tale of radiant energy.
And that energy is tied up deeply to the energy we call on
when we set times for something, and announce it, and
change the times we set, and do all sorts of things like
that which involves calling on the magic of time.
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Part A, chapter 5: AND AT YOUR HEART
Again and again I have said that this book is about
getting to grips with time for spiritual people and that
it isn't a book about religion. Getting to grips with
time involves the possibility of connecting to, and
employing 'the magic of time' in getting things done. This
isn't a book that tells you how the world in its essence
is constructed nor does it rate the religions, ancient or
modern, or compare their worldviews to the worldviews we
might find in philosophy or in philosophically inspired
physics thinking.
So in that sense, the book is simple: yet the theme is a
tough one, because time is connected to goalgetting and
spiritualitya large part of ithas been connected to
giving up on desires and goals and letting one's life be
regulated by a higher authority than anything mere human.
At least, that's how it often has been presented, not just
in Buddhism or in Hinduism or Christianity or Islam but in
almost every one of the zillion available spiritual cults,
sects, groups, branches.
Yet again and again, in asking questions about the
magical, we are touching more than a little on what's
right and what's not so right, what's good and what's not
so good, and, to be fair, we're touching some of the
things that appear to set religions apart. But why are
they apart? Can we answer such a big question without
getting superficial, and without also setting forth any
kind of spiritual dogma in this book? And then again, only
if it helps us to focus on the main themethe magic of
time.
Alright, so in this chapter we'll touch on a question,
hopefully in a nondogmatic way, that might just be a
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startling insight for some, or at least a fact, depending
on where you're coming from. It's a very simple
proposition, but in these days anything like it is hardly
ever heardand that we'll set right. Now it will be
heard.
Before I say what I'm going to say about this theme, let
me clarify how we might use the words 'politics' and
'religion', so that it fits with what we'll say here.
Consider this idea: that there isn't any politics to
religion, ever: religion is about having a faith, politics
is about how we do things. At one level, this may sound
trivial and obvious, but as you'll soon see, I mean it in
a rather radical senseand in a sense that possibly could
help you progress in your capabilities as an honest, good,
powerful magician in your own life.
So politicsand ethicsand moralsall that we put in
one 'bag', we group it together: these are all advises, or
rules, or suggestions, rules of thumb, however they are
classifiedand they have nothign whatsoever to do with
religion. Now you seethis doesn't sound obvious. What's
left of a Buddhist religion, for instance, if you take
away the do's and the don't's? Nothing? Too bad.
So here's the main ideaand, unless you have a deep and
rich relationship to this idea already, I beg you to read
it and listen to it and not judge it as yet, just muse
over itdon't assume it is as easy as it sounds:
* a religious person is one who believes in something
beyond as source of all lifeor has faith in something
beyond as source of all life. This belief or faith is
religion. All elsenames, shapes, ideas, myths, tales,
rules, ritualsall other things are politics and have
nothing whatsoever to do directly with religion.
Do you see what's here said? That either there is a
faith in somethingnot a machine, not a mere principle or
energy, but in something, grander than life, as source of
the life we see, the life we areor there isn't such a
faith. When that faith exists at the core of a person,
that person is religious. It doesn't matter what names the
faith is bundled withnot at all. The names and tales and
the behaviour rules and all that has nothing whatsoever to
do with religion.
Religion, according to this simple insight, is then the
quality of a mind that has a faith in something supreme,
beyond all humanity. This supreme isn't merely supreme in
one way or in another way, but supreme in all ways that
matter,as to intelligence, omnipotence, omnipresence,
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love, compassion, beautysupreme. In that sense 'beyond'.
You get it? Either you believe in the beyond, or you
don't. If you don't, you are in a different state of mind
than if you do. And that sets a religious person apart
from a nonreligious person. It doesn't matter one whit
what it is called or whether one is of such and such
'race' or group or creed or is 'initialized' or baptised
or 'saved' or entangled into a whole universe of stories
about 'we' and 'them' and 'our God' and all such.
The only thing that matters is whether there is a faith
or notin the beyondnessthe beyondness in the sense of
splendid beyondness, in all things that matterbeyond
the manifest human, beyond manifest humanity. With such a
belief, your mind is in one state; without such a belief,
your mind is in another state.
Now, take then this idea to such as Buddism: Buddhism
has many branches, true, but not nearly as many as such as
Hinduism. Whereas a clear majority of the branches of
Hinduism has a faith in something beyond human, something
divine, and divinely intelligent, as source of life, the
majority of the (much fewer) branches of Buddhism don't
have any such faith. Rather, there is, in several branches
of Buddhism, at most a faith in this or that principle
the principle of 'no self', for instance; or the principle
of 'the fruits of action'; or the principle of things
being 'in flux', changing, without permanance. Though in
such branches of Buddhism there may be an assumption that
some 'masters' have 'seen all these things' more clearly
than others and possibly have reincarnated, that's not the
same as to say that there is a faith in a divine creator
in these branches of Buddhism.
So, in many branches (but not allthere are also many
individual mixings, such as between Christianity and
Buddhism) of Buddhism, there isn't faith in the sense we
have discussed it in this chapter. And in that sense,
Buddhism is a practisefull stop. It is a very beautiful
practise, and much beauty, also as art, has come of it.
But the advocate of Buddhism isn't an advocate of faith.
The same can be said, of course, for a number of
branches of Hinduism and for some branches of just about
every popular phenomenon that according to dictionaries
is called 'religion'. There are a number of branches even
of Christianity and Islam of a similar nature.
More importantly, perhaps: there is a number of
individual forms of faithinthebeyond that hasn't got a
religious label to it and which, according to the way we
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use words in this chapter, is absolutely a fullfledged
religion.
The state of having a faith is a vibration in the mind,
in the heart: and it is now my proposal, or the second
proposal in this chapter if we put it that way, that this
vibration is healthy, it touches on reality, and it makes
magic easier. (In case, therefore, you don't have any
faith of this nature, consider then to look at it all
through the approaches we indicated in the chapter just
before thisfor it certainly can be related to the
questions of 'life goals'in it being a still higher type
of idea or thought or impulse than even the highest 'life
goal': or what do you think?)

Part A, chapter 6: PERSONALITYSHAPING AND MAGIC DIALOGUE
If the world has many types of flowers, the types of
human personalities is far greater. The wide wilderness
of personality types is so huge that only a person who
blissfullyclaims ignorance of others has got a firm grip
on truth.
Yet we have got to engage in some understanding in order
to collaborate. And we have got to work on shaping our own
personalities so that we can make magic work together with
others. We cannot just demand the people behave according
to some scriptbook. We have to be realistic, and accept
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that there's an infinite variation of human mentalities
and temperaments. And in understanding this diversity of
human personalities, we do jump too fast into a hard
condemnation of others. Condemnations have a role, but to
get rushed into them because of some kind of illtempered
mood or hysteria in people around oneself has no place at
all, if we wish to work out great results in our lives.
So with your deep and natural interest in magic, an
interest which has carried you thus far in the bookor
you just happened to pop up just this paragraph on just
this page in your first look on this bookyou want to
protect your words a little, so that they retain that
connection to reality that is such a keymark of any
great wizard. A sorcerer, a magician, doesn't throw
around words any too easily: the words mustn't undergo a
sort of 'price inflation'. And so while we must engage in
as much tolerance of the personalities of others as we
think is right, in ourselves, as to how we develop, how we
shape ourselves from one week to the next, we must have a
measure of intolerance towards any tendency in ourselves
to chatter endlessly or to make stories out of everything,
as if reality was one single story and you were the
storywriter. Such 'storyweaving' individuals may be fun
and they may have, on rare occasions, a great grasp of
reality, but on the whole, they miss the mark because it's
just too complicated to fathom all the facts and their
priorities and also make up a story that is communicable
in decent human conversation.
So those who chatter and chatter and 'make up stories'
usually are having a wordflow which only at rare spots
have anything to do with reality. Why and how they do
this sort of thing is another tale: but, as a magician,
fight any such tendency in yourself to overstorify, to
weave stories, and chatter in terms of stories and tales
all the time.
For what is reality? Reality is this fantastic
complexity of human beings and nature and how we interact
and how forces beyond human understanding are part of all
this,in this amazing grand flow of events and feelings
and thoughts and ideas we pick up this bit here and that
bit there and this glimpse and have that intuition and we
have flimmers of contact with fact. In seeking a deep
contact with reality and with other people we must have a
silence relative to the stories, and allow the relatively
few facts we've got to get a far, far greater weigh in
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our minds than the stories we might want to weave.
Now it is true that sometimes people are acting
according to a hidden plan, and that only by being very
imaginative can one detect that plan and articulate it and
understand it so as to place their actions in that plan.
So while stories as a rule don't have much to do with
reality, they may sometimeson occasionscatch something
of people's plans and goals and motives. But how can we
be sure? And as magicians, as powerful wizards, we need to
make sure and not go around claiming things emptily. And
even if we make sure, it is far from certain we should
express anything of it. We must, we simply must, value
silence.
To collaborate with any number of people who have any
number of relationships to timing, to feelings, to art, to
clothing, to sex, to discussion, to use of technology, to
eating, to thinking abstractly,and so on and so forth
we must satisfy ourselves, first, that we have a good gut
feeling that some collaboration is possible. And then,
having that, we must suggest something that feels right,
and see what happens. Perhaps the person reacts quite
opposite to what you expected. Fine. So you update your
knowledge, change your expectations.
In some cases, sudden emotional outbursts may arise
where you least expected it. To protect the possibility of
a swift recovery of harmonious collaboration situations,
you can then remind yourself that we do not know the depth
of anyone's personality fully, and that we also cannot
easily know the reasons for these outbursts fullyand so
confine ourselves to gentle suggestions that suchandsuch
approach may be more fruitful in this situation, not using
words that further cause inflammatory emotions.
And then we must allow time to have its good say: the
time that allows good, wise words to sink in and have an
impact and that also can allow unnecessarily strong
emotions (perhaps connected to some story that the person
who has these emotions have, a story that is a bit out of
touch with reality) to calm themselves.
To collaborate, we have to remind ourselves to calm also
our own stories, our own plans, our own intentions and
also easen up on any tendency we may have to overfocus
and overconcentrate on concepts and structures. Instead,
there is the dance of contact, the dance of a relationship
or a dialogue, the dance of quality time between subjects
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and in that sense there is an 'intersubjectivity' that
has its own right, its own importance, in addition to the
selves which are in that contact.
Those who have particular technical or artistic skills
may have a capacity to hyperfocus on structure and
concepts; this is one 'mode of the mind'. The magical
approach requires that we aren't attached to any one set
focus of the mind. Those who are very concentrated on
technical thingswe can call this the 'asberger mode',
named after the researcher Hans Asbergerdo have to train
their capacity to switch between modes in a fluid and
seamless way. It's obviously a wonderful thing to be able
to focus on something but getting into the social wave
length is another wonderful thing and neither must have
absolute dominance if we are to be whole human beings, in
touch with our magical capabilities.

Part A, chapter 7:
If you dabble in looking up wordroots in dicationaries
you're no doubt aware that 'enthusiasm' vaguely means,
'Godwithin' (entheos/endeus/Zeus within).
There are any number of reasons why the theme of
enthusiasm is important to use as magicians. The
authentic presence and force of enthusiasm is practically
identical to that of loveat least in many respectsand
there is no greater background than this to evoke powers
that go beyond the ordinary.
And, then, when enthusiasm is shared, we're talking of
giant possibilities of good collaboration. Enthusiasm
isn't necessarily something that 'overflows' from one
person into another: it is, at least in many of the more
interesting cases, a question of something that is as it
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were 'drawn out' by a sort of dance around the potentials
in a situation.
Authentic shared enthusiasm isn't all that common: all
the more important to study it. One of the chief reasons
it isn't common is that people instinctively tend to
suppress impulses of enthusiasm when they are uncertain
what it might lead to. It's easy to think of examples. In
many of these, there will be a degree of 'asymmetry' in
what people can offer relative to some goals that some
people might have. Ian Fleming, for instance, wrote (in
one or another of his famous James Bond books) of someone
having the 'politely negative' attitude which is 'typical
of a bank manager'). A bank manager has to be, to some
extent, a salesman: therefore polite. But a bank manager
is often exposed to people wanting to borrow something
of the bank's resources, without necessarily the means to
pay it back. So the politeness becomes tinged with a
negativity that in turn becomes a sort of stamp one can
associate with the title.
Similarly, in social gatherings, there may be occasions
for new beautiful companionships to be shaped, and
enthusiasm, when shared, to indeed signal the beginning of
this. But rarely are the goods equally distributed.
Someone might be on the look of a new photogenic model, or
a clever genius to revamp the technology of a shop, and,
lo and behold!, over there is a greatlooking potential
model and over there someone who has the 'tech nerd' stamp
written all over the person. So the goalgetter may find
enthusiasm boiling up inside,if 'boiling up' is the
right phrase for this sort of feeling. But will the
enthusiasm be met when the person in need meets with the
person possessing the desired qualities in abundance? As
likely as not, the latter has, probably in more moderate
degrees, acquired at least something of the bank managers
attitude when meeting with eager seekers of certain types
of resources.
This sort of social 'calculation' has nothing inherently
unfair about itit is just so natural and so instinctive,
so immediate and deep and also quick,that it can be
hard to think clearly about it. In doing a bit of pre
thinking and premeditation about such a theme, we can
understand the fullness of these processes better, and
prepare better so that the right types of collaboration
can ariseand, in turn, let the right type of magic
unfold itself there.
So, in getting a kind of grip on the situation in terms
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of the intellect,when does mutual enthusiasm arise
between two who didn't exactly expect it? And, let's add
this criterion: when does it arise in a situation in
which one of the people has a resource in abundance, as
seen from the other person's perspectiveand the other
wants something of this resource? In looking at the
situation as a sort of equation to be solved, it seems
that the thing that can bring about mutual enthusiasm in
such a situation is some form of symmetry: A has something
that B has in abundance, andfor sake of mutualityB has
something in abundance that A, in turn, wants. The clue to
a potential successful collaboration is, clearly, that, at
least in some ways, both of them are givers and both of
them are receivers and they are both geared up in advance
for just such exchanges.
A certain journalist whose capacity to expand her career
quickly wrote, in an article, that the surest way to get
on is 'to win over all constraints'. The phrase led me to
a dictionary, which explained to me that such a phrase
means, 'getting beyond all the things that could hold one
back'. I mused over the phrasecertainly an over
statementas if any one can win over 'all' limits. But,
intriguingly, the journalist kept on flying high, and just
a few years later she became a ministersecond to the
prime minister. Her career success indicated that she had
got at least something right. However, a year into the job
she gave the impression of not having slept for that whole
year. Very understandable and, in such jobs, very typical:
but it shows that one cannot really talk about 'winning
over all constraints'. One can win over many constraints,
but not all of them; and one has got to see which of those
are in fact ditched in the race to win over other
constraints.
This sort of thing we can see as a quite typical pattern
in many societies: many of the very careersuccessful
people look completely exhausted, wornout and premuturely
aged, even as they harbour influences and resources which
may well be vast and oceanic compared to the young in the
same society. The youth factor they lack: and so they may
be willing to shed some of those resources on the young,
when the young are willing to give some youthful splendor
and radiance to some of the activities entertained by the
rich and influential. This is a general sociological
pattern, a sort of mutual asymmetry that can lead to a
shared enthusiasm between very different people. To some
extent, then, this is a kind of 'business sex': the career
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person with wealth and power and social dominance may be
one sort of gender, and the young and, in terms of health
and clarity of eyes and pureness of skin can be considered
another 'gender',and there is an attractiveness that to
some extent may be mutual and that to some extent may have
little to do with conventional 'male'/'female' attraction
patterns. The rich beast and the innocent tender may be
both female. On occasions, an apparently innocent tender
young may partake directly in wealth and affluence and in
some sense 'incorporate both genders' in one and the same
personfor a few years.
In questing more deeply for the right starts of fresh
forms of collaboration, we can form new questions:
* How does one prepare oneself, over time, for the right
fruitful meetings which can set up ripe new forms of
collaboration?
* What is the role of timing as for the initialisation
of such new collaboration?
* What is the role of written agreements in
collaborations, also such that speak about how to complete
collaboration when it's called for?
Clearly, then, we see that while engaging in magic
intuitively so as to suggest times for things and work to
stick to them must go together with a broader and deeper
understanding of how successful activities take place, and
how relationships are formed and then dissolved.
To indicate some of the answers to such questions as
abovepreparation. You may know you strengths and your
potential strengths well. If not, get to know them! And
then find out how you can further develop these strengths
towards not only what you yourself find to be interesting,
but what might possibly be soughtfor amongst some of
those who have such resources as you yourself require in
order to get on with your own career and careers.
The next question, about timing: for authentic, shared,
mutual enthusiasm to arise, there is something about being
sensitive to the timing as to when to show it. This is
the timing 'inside the relationship'or inside the
potential relationship. Two adults who relate to one
another without clinging are sensitive to when to connect
and when to gently avoid connection.
Timing also concerns the relationship to meetings,
agreements, arrangements. In some circles, in some
connections, it makes perfect sense to be perfectly on
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time; in other connections, it may be part of some kind of
informal etiquette to be a little late. But if one mis
calculates how much late and is much too late, that, in
turn, may be seen as a sign of untrustworthiness. So, it's
part of the magic of time to be knowledgeable about these
things and then to weigh it over intuitively and not just
go by habit or confusedly make too many appointments so
that there is no way one can keep them all.
When it comes to written agreements, these may be as
'unromantic' as they can get, and in coming with a badly
formulated agreement or at a bad time or in a bad manner
may lead to a disruption of the possibility of future
collaboration. However, when it is possible, an agreement
of a written kind can greatly clarify things when it comes
to finishing an activity in the future. The mere fact of
putting something in a verbal form may create new
questions that can fairly easily be clarified before the
collaboration becomes substantial, but which may be cause
of sore disagreements (such as over money) much later
unless given proper attention already in the beginning.
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